Interaction strength is a characteristic of ecological systems, most often used in studies of
stability and robustness. There are about as many measures of interaction strength as there are
studies on interaction strength and robustness, and they give different results. What makes a
network stable? A particular pattern of interaction strengths (defined how?) The presence of
“key” species (those that have the most or strongest interactions?)… The list goes on.
Interaction strengths can be approached either as a property of the individual links
between species or as a property of a network as a whole. Here are some measures that have
been used.
For individual relations:
Coefficients in the Lotka-Volterra interaction matrices, αij
-can include non predator-prey interactions
-scaled
Assumptions:
-dependence, linearity, perturbations are small
Relative Prey Preference
f~ (consumption of ith prey species)
total consumption
-easier to measure than Lotka-Volterra coefficients
-difficult to account for time evolution: doesn’t allow prey preference (or interaction
strength) to depend on prey abundance
-difficult to get an analytic result for the entire system
Total Biomass Flow:
-weight each interaction (represented by a matrix) by total amount of biomass flowing
between links
-this technique is described in detail in the paper by Bersier et al.
For entire systems or networks:
Link Density
-average # of links per node
-also assumes no time or density dependence
-system-wide measure (rather than individual measure)
Cluster Coefficient:
-likelihood of nodes being connected to the nearby nodes
-large CC ~ strongly interacting network
Shortest mean path length:
-average shortest path length between any two nodes
-small SMPL ~ stronger interactions
There’s a great list with descriptions of different ways of looking at interaction strengths in
Berlow et al. Here I’ve copied it and pointed out the particular strategies I looked at in more
detail:
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